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Jonathan Rick 

English 394 (1801): Business Writing 

Spring 2024 

Wednesday, 6:30 – 9:10 P.M. 

Tawes 1105 

 

 

Here’s Everything You Need to Know About English 394: Business Writing 

 

Schedule 

Date Theme Topics Read These Before Class Homework Due 

Jan. 24. Writing 101 Course Introduction 

and Myths and 

Maxims 

1. Syllabus and Course Documents* 

2. “Grammar Is Credibility”: Why You Must 

Learn When to Use a Comma 

 

Jan. 31 Writing 101 Myths and Maxims 

(Continued) 

1. How to Email Your Professor* 

2. Why You Should Always Read the Fine Print 

3. If You’re Taking a 300-Level English Course, 

You Should Know These Grammar Rules 

► Syllabus Feedback 

Feb. 7 Branding LinkedIn and Cover 

Letters 

1. The Cover-Letter Formula That Skyrocketed 

My Interviews From 0% to 55% 

2. I Read 500 Cover Letters for Entry-Level 

Media Jobs* 

3. Cover Letters Are Hard to Write — But This 

Template Makes It a Breeze* 

► Myths and Maxims 

 

  

https://wapo.st/47XT6CG
https://wapo.st/47XT6CG
https://medium.com/@lportwoodstacer/how-to-email-your-professor-without-being-annoying-af-cf64ae0e4087#.ei8v5fb1x
http://beforeiblog.blogspot.com/2016/09/why-you-should-always-read-fine-print.html
https://speakerdeck.com/jrick/if-youre-taking-a-300-level-english-course-you-should-know-these-grammar-rules
https://speakerdeck.com/jrick/if-youre-taking-a-300-level-english-course-you-should-know-these-grammar-rules
https://www.themuse.com/advice/the-cover-letter-formula-that-skyrocketed-my-interviews-from-0-to-55
https://www.themuse.com/advice/the-cover-letter-formula-that-skyrocketed-my-interviews-from-0-to-55
http://www.slate.com/articles/business/moneybox/2013/08/cover_letter_writing_advice_how_to_write_a_cover_letter_for_an_entry_level.html
http://www.slate.com/articles/business/moneybox/2013/08/cover_letter_writing_advice_how_to_write_a_cover_letter_for_an_entry_level.html
https://www.themuse.com/advice/the-perfect-cover-letter-template-to-show-off-your-skills
https://www.themuse.com/advice/the-perfect-cover-letter-template-to-show-off-your-skills
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Feb. 14 Branding Résumés 1. Show Me the Numbers! 

2. Delete These 9 Things From Your Résumé 

3. 17 Reasons Why This Is an Excellent Résumé* 

► Syllabus Feedback 

(Revision) 

 

► SWOT Analysis 

Feb. 21 Conferences   ► Myths and Maxims 

(Revision) 

Feb. 28 Everyday 

Skills 

Numbers 1. You Can’t Spell “Numbers” Without “Numb”* 

2. How Expert Explainers Put a Mind-Boggling 

Supercomputer Into Human Terms 

► SWOT Analysis 

(Revision) 

 

► Branding Portfolio 

Mar. 6 Everyday 

Skills 

Email 1. SEND: Why People Email So Badly and How 

to Do It Better* 

2. Why You Should Always Be Extra Polite in 

Your Emails 

 

Mar. 13 Framing and 

Packaging 

Web Writing and 

Visual Aids 

1. Use This One Simple Trick to Make People 

Actually Read What You Write 

2. How Your Work Looks Can Be As Important 

As What It Says 

3. A Simple Way to Make Your Boss Like Your 

Writing More 

► Branding Portfolio 

(Revision) 

Mar. 20 Conferences 

 

   

Mar. 27 Framing and 

Packaging 

Headlines 1. Newspapers Are Still Putting Boring Headlines 

on Amazing Stories Like the Jamie Gilt 

Shooting. Why?* 

► E-Portfolio 

  

http://jonathanrick.com/2009/12/show-me-the-numbers/
https://rubineducation.com/what-to-put-resume/
http://www.businessinsider.com/why-this-is-an-excellent-resume-2013-11
http://sprachgefuhl.blogspot.com/2013/11/you-cant-spell-numbers-without-numb.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carminegallo/2018/06/11/how-expert-explainers-put-a-mind-boggling-supercomputer-into-human-terms/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carminegallo/2018/06/11/how-expert-explainers-put-a-mind-boggling-supercomputer-into-human-terms/
http://amzn.to/2apRoMH
http://amzn.to/2apRoMH
http://jonathanrick.com/2018/05/why-you-should-always-be-extra-polite-in-your-emails/
http://jonathanrick.com/2018/05/why-you-should-always-be-extra-polite-in-your-emails/
http://jonathanrick.com/2017/09/use-this-simple-trick-to-make-people-actually-read-what-you-write/
http://jonathanrick.com/2017/09/use-this-simple-trick-to-make-people-actually-read-what-you-write/
http://jonathanrick.com/2020/04/how-your-work-looks-can-be-as-important-as-what-it-says/
http://jonathanrick.com/2020/04/how-your-work-looks-can-be-as-important-as-what-it-says/
https://mailchi.mp/8904a26f17fe/how-to-write-a-shirttail-bio-mikes-weekly-writing-tips-1438482?e=0837880157
https://mailchi.mp/8904a26f17fe/how-to-write-a-shirttail-bio-mikes-weekly-writing-tips-1438482?e=0837880157
http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2016/03/11/newspapers_are_still_putting_boring_headlines_on_amazing_stories_like_the.html
http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2016/03/11/newspapers_are_still_putting_boring_headlines_on_amazing_stories_like_the.html
http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2016/03/11/newspapers_are_still_putting_boring_headlines_on_amazing_stories_like_the.html
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Apr. 3 Presenting PowerPoint 1. How Apple Presenters Create Slides That Tell 

Stories in 3 Seconds or Less 

2. Lots of Little Things You Can Do to Make 

Your Slides More Pleasing to the Eye* 

 

Apr. 10 Presenting PowerPoint 

(Continued) and 

Public Speaking 

1. The One Investment Warren Buffett Says Will 

Change Your Life (And It’s Not a Stock)  

► Presentation Blurb 

 

► E-Portfolio (Revision) 

Apr. 17 Career Advice Job Searching 1. The Secret to Landing a Job and Lifting 300 

Pounds* 

► Presentation Blurb 

(Revision) 

Apr. 24 Career Advice Guest Speakers 

 

  

May 1 Presenting Presentations  ► Presentation 

 

► Presentation Peer 

Reviews1 

 

* Most of the readings are short; those marked with an asterisk are longer. 

 

  

 
1 Peer review #1 is due before class. Peer review #2 is due after class (no later than 10 P.M.). 

https://www.inc.com/carmine-gallo/since-apples-new-product-launch-number-100-million-keeps-popping-up-its-not-accidental.html
https://www.inc.com/carmine-gallo/since-apples-new-product-launch-number-100-million-keeps-popping-up-its-not-accidental.html
https://www.slideshare.net/seanjohnson/how-anyone-can-make-insanely-better-slides
https://www.slideshare.net/seanjohnson/how-anyone-can-make-insanely-better-slides
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carminegallo/2017/11/30/the-one-investment-warren-buffet-says-will-change-your-life-and-its-not-a-stock/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carminegallo/2017/11/30/the-one-investment-warren-buffet-says-will-change-your-life-and-its-not-a-stock/
http://beforeiblog.blogspot.com/2023/04/the-secret-to-landing-job-and-lifting.html
http://beforeiblog.blogspot.com/2023/04/the-secret-to-landing-job-and-lifting.html
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Why You’re Here 
The Short Version 
In today’s globalized age, few things can differentiate you better than polished communication skills. And yet, these skills are 

increasingly scarce. This course will survey the fundamentals of professional communication generally, and business writing 

specifically, across six themes: 

 

Theme Topics 
1. Writing 101 Myths and Maxims 

2. Branding Cover Letters, Résumés, and LinkedIn 

3. Everyday Skills Numbers, Email, and Web Writing 

4. Framing and Packaging Visual Aids and Headlines 

5. Presenting PowerPoint and Public Speaking 

6. Career Advice Job Searching 

 

My promise to you: If you read all the materials, attend each class, and never, ever turn in a first draft, you’ll set yourself up for 

success not only in this course, but also in your career. 

 

The Long Version 
The Professional Writing Program (P.W.P.) strengthens writing skills and prepares students for the range of writing expected of you 

after graduation. After completing a P.W.P. course, you’ll be able to: 

 

► Analyze a variety of professional rhetorical situations and produce appropriate texts in response. 

► Understand the stages to produce competent, professional writing through planning, drafting, revising, and editing. 

► Identify and implement the appropriate research methods for each writing task. 

► Practice the ethical use of sources and the conventions of citation appropriate to each genre. 

► Write for the intended readers of a text, and design or adapt texts to audiences who may differ in their familiarity with the 

subject matter. 

► Demonstrate competence in Standard Written English, including grammar, sentence and paragraph structure, coherence, 

and document design (including the use of visuals), and be able to use this knowledge to revise texts. 

► Produce cogent arguments that identify arguable issues, reflect the degree of available evidence, and take account of 

counterarguments. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTn-do2WWcY
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Who I Am 
What You Need to Know 
1. I love teaching. I enjoy helping people learn and want you to excel. Equally important: I also want you to have fun. 

 

2. I’m a stickler for details. Pay attention to my pet peeves and follow instructions, and you’ll succeed. Don’t, and you’ll struggle. 

 

3. I appreciate being challenged, so never hesitate to disagree. Similarly, pose questions whenever they occur. When in doubt, always 

ask; don’t assume. 

 

What’s Nice to Know 
By dawn, I’m in the pool, swimming with a Masters team. By daytime, I work for myself, doing two things: I deliver communication 

workshops (similar to those we do in class), and I help people write documents such as résumés, cover letters, and LinkedIn profiles. 

 

 

Required Reading 
Before each class, I expect that you’ll do all the readings for that week. I’ve chosen each text carefully, most are short, and none is 

boring. 

 

You also need to read one book for this course: SEND: Why People Email So Badly and How to Do It Better, 

by David Shipley and Will Schwalbe. (Neither the edition nor the format matters.) Written by two veteran 

editors, this short primer offers an excellent overview of the art and science of writing emails. (Such is the 

book’s reputation that it was requested by a secretary of state while in office.) 

 

 

Optional Reading 
1. I write a blog about the use and abuse of language. (You may notice that some of your readings appear 

here.) 

 

2. You should be reading a newspaper. If you’re not, here’s the next best thing: theSkimm. It’s a newsletter that arrives every 

Monday through Friday morning and summarizes the top three stories of the day. 

 

 

  

http://jonathanrickpresentations.com/
http://jonathanrickpresentations.com/
http://jonathanrick.com/what-we-do/ghostwriting-editing/
http://jonathanrick.com/what-we-do/your-linkedin-profile-needs-to-be-overhauled-and-optimized-i-can-help/
http://amzn.to/2apRoMH
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2015/07/clinton-wants-to-learn-how-to-email-better.html
http://sprachgefuhl.blogspot.com/
http://www.theskimm.com/?r=dd5601a9
http://amzn.to/2apRoMH
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How to Contact Me 
The best way to reach me is via email, at jrick@umd.edu. I strive to respond to all emails within 24 business hours. I also hold office 

hours immediately after each class, from 9:10 – 10:10 P.M., and by appointment. 

 

Note: If you email me a few hours before an assignment is due, I may be unable to respond before the deadline. As an internet meme 

puts it, “Your procrastination is not my emergency.” 

 

 

How I Grade 
I don’t grade on a curve. Instead, in assessing your work, I’ll ask one overarching question: “Have you demonstrated mastery of the 

given assignment?” I’ll use the following criteria to arrive at an answer: 

 

Grade Description Explanation Suitable to Show 

A Exemplary The text demonstrates originality, initiative, and rhetorical skill. The content is 

clear, thorough, and forceful, and the style is well-organized and formatted. 

Your boss 

B Effective The text generally succeeds in meeting its goals without the need for further 

major revisions. 

Your friends 

C Satisfactory The text is adequate but requires substantial revisions. Your mom 

D Unsatisfactory The text requires extensive revisions. You’ve encountered big problems. A tutor 

F Unacceptable The text doesn’t have enough information, does something significant 

inappropriately, or contains major problems. 

No one 

 

  

mailto:jrick@umd.edu
https://www.google.com/search?q=procrastination+emergency&hl=en&tbm=isch
https://www.google.com/search?q=procrastination+emergency&hl=en&tbm=isch
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I’ll convert these letters into numbers as follows: 

 

Letter A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D D- F 

Number 100 96 93 89 86 83 79 76 73 69 66 63 0 

 

I’ll then calculate your final grade as follows: 

 

Letter A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D D- F 

Number ≥96.5 ≥93.5 ≥89.5 ≥86.5 ≥83.5 ≥79.5 ≥76.5 ≥73.5 ≥69.5 ≥66.5 ≥63.5 ≥59.5  

 

I’ll break down your final grade as follows: 

 

Assignment Notes Percentage 

1. Participation This includes attendance, revisions, and visits 

to the writing center. 

10 

2. Pass/Fail Documents This includes syllabus feedback, myths and maxims, 

quizzes, blurb, e-portfolio, and peer reviews. 

15 

3. SWOT Analysis  25 

4. Branding Portfolio  25 

5. Presentation  25 
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Revisions 
After you receive back your graded work, I encourage you to revise and resubmit it. Revisions are optional, but they have several 

specific requirements; for details, see the document on the Enterprise Learning Management System (ELMS) titled, “Revisions.” 

 

 

Absences 
Do you know what a “smart” quotation mark is? Should you write “25 September,” “September 25,” or “September 25th”? Is the serial 

comma important? The only way to be sure is to attend each class in real time. After all, there’s only so much you can get from 

reading; true education blends independent studying with discussion. 

 

Indeed, because we meet only once a week, missing one class is like missing three classes. Therefore, repeated absences will affect 

your ability to excel. 

 

Finally, if you miss a class, it’s your responsibility to make-up any quizzes and to get the notes from a classmate. To help you, I’ve 

created a list of the materials we cover each week; see the “Recaps” document on ELMS. 

 

 

Policies 
The Classroom 
1. Punctuality. Class starts at 6:30. If you arrive after 6:30, I will mark you as absent, so that I can shift my full attention to teaching 

rather than continuing to take roll. Also, meetings that start late are less productive. 

 

At the same time, this policy has an easy loophole: If you’re late, just see me in person before the given class ends, and I’ll change 

your status to “present.” 

 

2. Quizzes. If you miss a quiz, it’s your responsibility to make it up the next time you’re in class; otherwise, you’ll earn an F. 

 

3. Participation. This course is highly interactive; I call on people at random and strive to ensure that everyone participates. 

 

  

http://smartquotesforsmartpeople.com/
http://sprachgefuhl.blogspot.com/2014/02/why-i-use-serial-comma.html
http://sprachgefuhl.blogspot.com/2014/02/why-i-use-serial-comma.html
https://www.inc.com/jeff-haden/better-meetings-effective-leadership-improve-productivity-focus-motivation-on-dot-rule.html
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4. Exit Tickets. At the end of each class, you’re required to write a quick “exit ticket.” This is a chance for you to provide feedback 

in real time. For example: What did you enjoy the most? Was anything I said confusing? Any follow-up questions? 
 

These tickets are anonymous and are not graded. 

 
5. Computers. Studies show that students learn better when they take notes by hand. As a professor at Dartmouth has observed, 

“The act of typing effectively turns the note-taker into a transcription zombie, while the imperfect recordings of the pencil-pusher 

reflect and excite a process of integration, creating more textured and effective modes of recall.” Accordingly, please don’t use a 

laptop, tablet, or phone to take notes. Instead, reserve your device for our (frequent) group exercises. 

 
6. Food. While drinking during class is fine, please don’t eat; it’s distracting to others. You’ll have time to snack during our break, 

which we’ll take every class after about 60 minutes. 

 

Homework 
7. ELMS. For your transparency and my organization, I don’t accept assignments via email; you need to submit all homework via 

ELMS. 

 

8. Deadlines. Homework is due at the beginning of the given class. If you’re absent that day, you’re still responsible for handing in 

your work on time. Assignments that are late will be penalized by a full letter (for example, from an “A” to a “B”) every 24 hours. 

 

9. Resubmissions. I typically grade homework as it comes in. Therefore, if you submit multiple copies of an assignment, I may have 

already started marking up the first one. In other words: I reserve the right to disregard resubmissions. 

 

10. Format. For consistency with your peers and my own ease of use, you must submit all work as Microsoft Word documents. 

(While Google Docs and Adobe Acrobat are helpful, Microsoft Office is the de facto software of corporate America.) 

 

11. File Names. Want to make my job easier? Then use the following syntax when naming your Word docs: 

 

[Last Name] - [Name of Assignment] 

 

Thus: 

 

Smith - Myths and Maxims  

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/22/business/laptops-not-during-lecture-or-meeting.html?unlocked_article_code=9mhtvgQ1SNNZdeaWtwj4BPDblSCPOFQEbVjP5nG1wLBYSf37vOvon1sVnUpQFlw4toHGJzkMi0eUKHZGcAVKdhnXuBm7HKYFRWqaxR-gY-UwXO2Ienf4nh7IS7sp0D-KEdbUmraJxZC3S3UCUOJvKeKN3bZgusJstlzvm2jZvn46Zz6QX5ddT4oyUd73U3Lq6gfBrKjuqqIssQA-B24koGrAJt9TsQ53jJHB_KvvLSKPGTOUBDcav-UTpajUxMUB4jKIQI-dBn7Cem-CMWuUR7uPlV0_W2i-7dF5Koy0P5oz2vebhGhylzO24hajHBzAdCtpXnrycK_aeJlc6VD6sauEOhH-J-cfSnh3IPfRMcI&smid=url-share
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-learning-secret-don-t-take-notes-with-a-laptop/
http://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/the-case-for-banning-laptops-in-the-classroom
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Other 
12. Exceptions. Here’s my policy in a nutshell: If you communicate, I can be flexible. For example, if you email me a day before an 

assignment is due and ask for an extension, I can offer you options. But if you email me an hour beforehand — or, worse, 

afterward — then, out of fairness to your peers, my options are limited. 

 

Put another way: If any of my policies present a problem for you, please let me know as soon as possible, and I will happily 

accommodate you on a case-by-case basis. 

 

13. Conferences. As indicated in the schedule below, twice during the semester, we have conferences instead of class. During a 

conference, we’ll meet one on one — via Zoom — to discuss your work.  

 

14. Tutors. I strongly encourage you to use the university’s writing, oral-communication, and career centers. For free, trained tutors 

will consult with you about any text or presentation at any stage of the process. If you use the centers, be sure to do two things: (a) 

Ask your tutor to email me, so I can credit you appropriately; and (b) Bring the pertinent assignment sheet and any handouts to 

your appointment; this context will help your tutor help you. 

 

15. Extra Readings. I’ll often send emails with links to interesting and timely articles. I hope you’ll not only read this material, but 

also reply with reflections. (If you don’t participate enough in class, this is an opportunity to lift that part of your final grade.) 

 

16. Cheating. I’ll make this simple: Don’t steal (whether from another human or a robot). When in doubt, give credit. For specifics, 

see U.M.D.’s policy on academic integrity. 

 

17. Disabilities. If you need an academic accommodation, please send me your paperwork from U.M.D.’s Accessibility and Disability 

Service as soon as possible. 

 

18. Inclusion. It’s your right to expect, and my responsibility to foster, a positive learning environment based on open communication, 

mutual respect, and nondiscrimination. If you have concerns related to these issues, please contact the Committee of Anti-Racism, 

Accessibility, Respect, Equity, and Social Justice. 

 

19. Self-Identification. During our first class, I’ll share my name and pronouns and invite you to do the same. Your pronouns, gender, 

race, sexuality, religion, and disability, among all aspects of your identity, are yours to disclose if and when you want. I’ll do my 

best to address and refer to you according to your preferences, and to ensure that your classmates do the same. 

 

http://www.english.umd.edu/academics/writingcenter
http://umdocc.wixsite.com/blog
https://careers.umd.edu/
https://academiccatalog.umd.edu/undergraduate/registration-academic-requirements-regulations/academic-integrity-student-conduct-codes/
https://www.counseling.umd.edu/ads/
https://www.counseling.umd.edu/ads/
mailto:englishcaares@umd.edu
mailto:englishcaares@umd.edu
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Homework Templates 
Because the format I use for each assignment is so specific, we’ll walk through a detailed template for each one during the preceding 

class. 

 

Note: The templates are for format, not content. If your content is as thin as that displayed on a template, you’ll be unhappy with your 

grade. 

 

If you’d like to see homework from a previous semester that’s earned an “A,” please email me. 
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